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Next Meeting
Tuesday, December 1, 6pm, Bullock’s BBQ

Program: Our Christmas Dinner Party, and your
chance to make your Ham New Year’s Resolution
Continuing a tradition of having the DFMA pick up
the tab for members at our December Christmas
Dinner Meeting, we will meet at Bullock's Barbecue
Restaurant in Durham starting at 6:00pm. You will be
able to order from the menu. Members can bring one
guest -- bring your spouse or friend!
This is our Christmas Meeting -- In that tradition you
may (optionally):
+++ Bring a Christmas gift to be
distributed to needy children
through Toys for Tots. If
wrapped, mark gender and age
range on the outside. If not
wrapped, that's fine too. If you
have one -- a gift bag would work too.
+++ The Club will make its annual Christmas gift,
splitting it between the Durham Rescue Mission and
the Food Bank of North Carolina. We will be passing
the "hat" for personal contributions. Cash
contributions will also be split between the two
organizations.
In past years some people have dropped a check in
the hat. You can make it out to any charity you like.
We can forward it and the cancelled check can be
handy at tax time.

can make a resolution for next year.
2013
can be a lot of fun for all.

And, as I said, it

But, it can also be a nice way for you to set hamrelated goals for yourself. Sure, you can always say,
to yourself, I’m going to upgrade next year, or I’m
going to learn Morse code, or, I’m finally going the
put up a new XYZ antenna. But talking to yourself is
one thing. Saying it publically, in front of friends, is
putting a little more pressure on yourself. Of course,
it’s all in fun and not as grueling as setting next year’s
goals in front of your boss. Lots of our members “fail”
to meet a resolution and repeat it for next year. I’ve
had some failures in the past but also have some nice
successes.
So, spend a minute to figure out some goals for
yourself. Plan to run a net, provide support at a
public service event, give a DFMA Program, write
something for the Link. And plan to have fun!
Merry Christmas - Dee, KU4GC

EZNEC Class a Big Hit with
DFMA Members
In November DFMA and OCRA member Steve Ahlbom
(W3AHL) organized and taught an interesting and
fun introductory class on the use of the EZNEC
antenna modeling software program. The majority of
students attending were both DFMA and OCRA
members. The two-part, three-hour sessions were

But, if you are not in a position to donate anything
this year, please come anyway. Or if you are making a
special effort through your church or at the office,
don’t feel pressured to do more than you really
should. Your presence at this dinner is a gift to all of
us.

President’s Corner –
Ham New Year’s Resolutions
Another traditional (well – this is the third/fourth
year) feature of our Christmas Party is the making of
a Ham New Year’s Resolution. OK, we could have
waited for the New Year, but the Christmas Party,
where we don’t have a scheduled program, provides
an excellent time to make one and, it can be fun.
So, one thing we’ll do is go around to everyone and, if
you made a resolution last year, we’ll read it to the
group and you can report on how you did. Then you

Steve, W3AHL, showing model of a Fan Dipole
Picture courtesy of WB4P
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held at the Seymour Senior Center in Chapel Hill.
EZNEC was created by Roy Lewallen (W7EL) and is
based on the Numerical Electronics Code (NEC).
EZNEC has a nice graphical user interface (GUI) and
takes care of the complex modeling computations
based on the entered antenna information. The
software has powerful features that allow you to

the participants. Both the DFMA and OCRA are
extremely fortunate to have Steve as a member as he
is always so generous in sharing his time and
knowledge. You can find more information about the
software at eznec.com.
73, Skip, WB4P

Help Find a Home for the MCU
History - For several years we were able to park
the DFMA’s Mobile Communications Unit (MCU) at
one of the Parkwood fire stations. This was
arranged by our then ARES EC, Randy (K4XRM sk).
Then Jeff (KK4QMB) was able to arrange for indoor
housing of the MCU in another Parkwood station.
This arrangement seemed ideal but was short-lived.
Durham took control of the previously volunteer
system and all connections seemed to dry up.
Currently, the MCU is sitting in Wilson’s (W4BOH)
yard where it has been since Field Day. This
cannot be a permanent solution.
EZNEC 3D plot for a “back yard” dipole
Picture courtesy of WB4P

model from simple dipoles up to the most
sophisticated antennas utilized by amateur
operators.
Steve did a great job both organizing and teaching the
class. Steve has a superb knowledge of antenna
design and theory. In addition to providing an

MCU after work party at NC4CD QTH

EZNEC 2D Elevation Plot for “back yard” inverted V.
Picture courtesy of WB4P

excellent introduction on the use of the software,
Steve also answered many practical antenna
questions from the participants. Not only did he
teach the class, Steve also provided refreshments for

Problems – The MCU is a tall vehicle, 10 ½ feet
without antennas. Ideally, we need another foot for
those to clear. It is an old vehicle and, as highlighted
in last month’s Link, the roof is leaking. That is in
the process of being repaired, but a roof overhead
would mitigate water-related problems. It contains
some fairly expensive equipment which makes a
physically secure location desirable. While thieves
might not have an easy time marketing the
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equipment, they do not know that and the damage
would be done. It would be nice to have access to
power. We have multiple battery systems in the
vehicle (engine, generator, radios) which are on
battery chargers/maintainers. They use negligible
power but help maintain expensive assets.
Solutions – Ideally we would house the MCU in a
garage or storage building with a very tall door. Even
if we have to pay a (very modest) rent, it should be
worth it. Less than ideal, but an improvement, would
be some kind of carport arrangement. It would
lessen exposure to rain and reduce accumulation of
debris from trees, but would do little for security.
An interim solution would store the MCU behind a
locked fence or at a publicly watched location such as
at a manned fire station. A minimal, interim solution
would be to store it on a member’s property where
there is little risk from intruders.
We need your help! Anyone with possible leads to
any of the solutions suggested above, please let us
know. Help us maintain what is a nice DFMA Asset.

KV7D fabricates brackets to fit the curvature of the
conduit.

Station Upgrade in Many Acts
Where were we?
In Act 1 I related how I had gotten interested in
getting a small push up tower for my station. Dewey,
WA4AHR had agreed to help me get one like his. I
described the site prep, clearing an area of plants and
shrubs and putting a 10’ 6x6 pressure treated post
into the ground as the mounting point. Last time (Act
2) I described the electronics upgrade to the station,
consisting of a 600W solid-state amp and a 1.5Kw
auto-tuner.

Station Upgrade - Act 3 – Tower
This spring Dewey, WA4AHR, let me know that his
work schedule would allow the necessary time to
build the push-up tower that seemed ideal for my
situation. It would be nice to think that I did most of
the work, but in reality, it was Dewey and Adriano,
KV7D, that had the experience, tools, and supplies to
do this. I was often more of a spectator than a
worker, but I did chip in when I could. First, I think
you'll find it interesting to find out how these towers
actually work. I produced a schematic drawing and
will go through the key points.
First a couple of construction pictures (so that my
diagram will be opposite the related text).

Testing the tilt feature of the partial tower in
WA4AHR’s warehouse/workshop
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How does the tower work?
The diagram only shows three concentric pieces of
electrical conduit in shades of yellow to orange,
while the actual tower has four (and Dewey’s original
tower had five). It shows the post at the right that
supports everything. The medium sized black circles
are all pulleys for the steel cables shown in green.
The winch is attached to the post on the right. The
conduit rests on a pivot pin on the bottom which goes
through a bracket attached to the post. There is also
a retaining pin in a bracket that normally keeps the
post upright against a spacer next to the post.

for the intermediate (2’ overlap) and 8’ more for the
inner conduit for 26’. (Of course the real tower has
another piece of conduit for a total of 34’)

First let’s go through the tilt mode. First we lock all
of the pieces of conduit together (using a locking pin
which is not shown.) Then, with the retaining pin
removed, we can tilt the tower to the left by
unwinding the cable from the winch. This works
nicely and is one of the great features of this design.
No climbing up on ladders. We have a picture of the
tower tilt mechanism being tested in Dewey’s
warehouse.
OK, that was the simple mode. Now, all back straight
and vertical (and the conduits no longer locked
together) we are ready to raise it up. We turn the
winch on the rightmost cable which puts tension on
the second pulley from the top (via the other three
pulleys on the way). The pulley feeds the cable
through a slot in the conduit and reaches down to the
side of the middle conduit where it is attached. The
tension raises up the middle conduit. As the winch is
turned, this conduit keeps raising up until the cable
attachment point is opposite the pulley, which means
it’s fully extended. Note that there is still a section of
the conduit below the cable attachment point that
provides the overlap to keep part of each conduit
inside the outer one even when fully extended (For
these ten feet sections of conduit we chose a two feet
overlap.)
That explained how the middle conduit was raised.
What about the next section? Notice that the left
cable is attached at the top of the bracket on the
other conduit (just above the pulley). That cable
feeds to the innermost conduit via the topmost
pulley. As the middle conduit is pulled up, it causes
tension on the leftmost cable and, in effect, pulls that
cable up exactly the same amount that the winch is
turned. So, if the winch takes up 5” of cable, that
raises the middle conduit (and everything it it) by
five inches. But it also, in effect, pulls the leftmost
cable up five inches raising the innermost conduit an
additional 5” for a net increase of 10” for the tower
overall. This means when fully extended, the height
of the tower will be 10’ for the outer conduit plus 8’

Fabrication & Installation
Now that you know how it works, back to the actual
production. Each section of conduit had brackets
bolted on at one end for mounting the pulley and
attaching the cable for the next conduit. A slot also
had to be cut into the conduit wall to allow the pulley
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to extend a little into the tube and allow the cable to
go to the next conduit. Holes were drilled near the
other end to attach the cable (a bit more complicated
than the green blob at the end of the cable in the
diagram). Adriano had fabricating the brackets down
to an art (see picture) and used a plasma cutter to cut
the slots. There was lots and lots of drilling. Adriano
also used his welding skills to fabricate the bracket at
the top of the post to hold the two pulleys and to
fabricate a strap to hold the pulley used near the
middle of the outer conduit to route the cable to the
top. The ideas are simple but it took considerable
time on everyone’s part to complete what is
essentially custom work.

We assembled it all in Dewey’s warehouse/shop and
put it through its paces. Then it was all brought to
the Ramm qth where everything went together
remarkably quickly and functions very well (see
picture).
This has been a rather long discourse but I figured
that some people might be interested in how the
tower actually worked. Let me know if you have
questions on that point. For future “Acts”: rotor,
antenna and other complications.
73, Dee, KU4GC

Antennas for Everyone
- Max, KO4TV (From the February, 1999 DFMA
Link)
(Below is a copy of Max’s last article on building
antennas. Thanks again to Max! - Dee, KU4GC, editor)

More on Vertical Antennas
The vertical is probably the most misunderstood and
maligned antenna in common use, but most of the
criticism is due to improper use and design,
especially of the ground system. It has even been
described as an antenna that “Radiates equally poorly
in all directions”, yet there are thousands in use, both
by Hams and commercial users, so it must have some
redeeming virtues.
Indeed it has! It can be one of the best DX antennas
available, due to the inherent low radiation angle,
when used with a proper ground system. But, as
Shakespeare Said, “Aye, there's the rub!”. The
accepted criteria for a ground system, unfortunately,
goes back to the mid 1930's, with a very
comprehensive study of ground systems conducted
by three distinguished electrical engineers, Drs.
Brown, Lewis and Epstein. They prepared an
exhaustive paper which occupied 34 pages of the
June, 1937 “Proceedings of the Institute of Radio
Engineers”, which has been accepted as gospel ever
since. (NOTE: Always question authority! It's the only
way progress ever occurs!).

KV7D and WA4AHR proudly stand next to the newly
installed, fully extended tower at the KU4GC qth.

Their recommendation of 120 bare buried quarterwave radials has been the standard in the HF and
broadcast industry for over half a century; however,
recent experiments by Archibald Doty, John Frey,
Harry Mills and Jerry Sevick have raised grave doubts
about the accuracy of Brown, Lewis and Epstein’s
work. The original experiments were based only on
BURIED BARE radials, with little or no consideration
given to the possibility of above-ground or insulated
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radials. In fact, the real purpose of ground radials has
only recently been recognized. “THE GROUND
SYSTEM MUST EFFICIENTLY COLLECT THE ‘RETURN
CURRENTS’ FROM THE ANTENNA”. When RF energy
is fed to a vertical antenna, displacement currents
flow from the antenna through Surrounding space
and toward the earth below. To complete the circuit,
these currents must be collected from or near the
earth, and returned to the feed point of the antenna.
Since normal earth has considerable resistance,
buried radials do not do a very efficient job of
collecting and returning these currents. Thus, the
ground resistance is high, and accounts for much of
the loss in a vertical antenna System.
Experiments conducted by Doty, Frey, Mills and
Sevick reveal that an elevated ground radial system is
much more efficient, a network of INSULATED wires
laid directly on the ground is next, and a system of
insulated wires buried an inch or less below the
Surface comes in a close third.
Experiments by Jerry Sevick indicate that .2
wavelength radials perform as well as the
traditional.25 wavelength radials, and almost as good
as .4 wavelength radials. The absolute minimum
number of radials is four, with notable improvement
up to about 20 or 25, at which the point of
diminishing returns is reached. In fact, when Dr.
Brown was questioned a few years ago about the
“magic number” of 120 radials, he shrugged his
shoulders and answered, “We had originally intended
to lay 100 radials, but the wire stretched, and the
farmer who was plowing the wire in for us asked
what to do with the additional wire. We told him to
go ahead and plow it in, too!” So much for accurate
scientific data on the need for 120 radials!
Bottom line: If you plan to install a vertical antenna,
put in a ground radial system of up to 20 radials, each
.2 wavelengths long at the lowest operating
frequency, using insulated wire either laid directly on
the ground, or buried no more than one inch deep.
Wire size seems to make little difference, with wires
as small as #26 proving highly effective. This should
yield an antenna with a feed point resistance of 10
ohms or so at resonance. This can be matched to 50
Ohm coax with a 4:1 balun for reasonable efficiency,
or, for exact matching, an L-Network tuner can be
used. For use on 80 or 160 meters, it will probably be
necessary to add some top loading, to effectively
increase height. This is easily accomplished by using
conductive guy wires from the top of the antenna
part Way down, installing egg insulators and using
non-conductive rope for the balance of the guys.

Please resist the temptation to use a loading coil at
the base. It will greatly reduce the efficiency, as most
of the current radiation comes from the lower
portion of the antenna, and we need to make the
lower end of the antenna as long as possible.
The vertical does have its faults, one of which is lack
of directivity, the other increased susceptibility to
noise, but, after all, everything in life is a compromise.
Where we get a little, we also lose a little, but for a
low-profile antenna that takes up little real estate,
and can be matched with a transmatch for any
frequency above its basic design, it's hard to beat!
73 & Keep Experimenting, Max KO4TV

Board Meeting Minutes
Durham FM Association (DFMA)
DFMA Board Minutes - 11/17/2015 - Dan, KR4UB,
Secretary
Location: 1920 Front Street, Durham
Attending: (y) Dee, KU4GC, president; (y) Karen,
KD4YJZ, vice president; (y) MK, W4MKR, treasurer;
(y) Dan, KR4UB, secretary; (y) Charlie, NC4CD,
repeater manager; (y) Dave, W4SAR, Field Day
coordinator; Board Members: (y) Dan, KK4DMS,
DurhamFest chair, ARES/AUXCOMM; (n) Michael,
KK4EIB; (y) Mark, KR3AM; (y) Bob, W4RWC
REPORTS
President: Dee, KU4GC called the meeting to order at
6:55 pm. Dee reminded us that there will be no
separate board meeting in December. If board
discussion is needed, a board meeting can be called
or it can be convened at any regular club meeting.
Treasurer – MK, W4MKR

Members: 108 (whose dues are current).
Secretary – Dan, KR4UB The minutes for the 10/20
Board and 11/03 Club Meetings were approved
unanimously. Dan reported on the MCU roof
corrosion and subsequent leak repair is partially
complete. The MCU is still at W4BOH’s QTH and
repairs will be completed as soon as weather and
time permits. The need to find a covered storage
location for the MCU will be brought up to the
membership at the next club meeting. Dan, KK4DMS
volunteered to check if Durham County has possible
fenced in locations. Charlie, NC4CD will check on the
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possibility of space in the Durham tobacco
warehouses.
Vice President – Karen, KD4YJZ reported there will
be no speaker at the Christmas Dinner meeting.
Repeater Manager – Charlie, NC4CD reported that a
tower crew has Gibbs Lane on their list to investigate
the feedline or antenna issue causing the high SWR.
Investigation is continuing on a noise issue on the
remote base at TV Hill.
ARES/AUXComm - Dan, KK4DMS reported that new
repeater hardware is being installed by Durham
County at the EOC. The machine is used to link into
the Carolina 440 net.
DurhamFest - Dan, KK4DMS reported that
permission has been granted to use the Durham
Schools Staff Development Center located on
Hillandale Road just off Interstate 85 for the 2016
DurHamFest. A flyer is being prepared and the event
will be advertised in the SERA journal. The site will
be available from 6 to 8 PM the preceding Friday for
initial setup, open 7AM Saturday morning for final
setup, separate classroom availability from 10 AM to
12 noon for VE session, hamfest end at 12:30 PM,
knock down and cleanup complete by 1:30 PM.
Field Day Coordinator – Nothing to report.
NEW BUSINESS
Dee brought up that the North Carolina QSO Party is a
worthy event and that DFMA should be a sponsor. A
motion was made and approved for a DFMA $50.00
sponsorship of NCQP.
Charlie reported that the IRLP hardware previously
approved for the Hillsborough site is on order. He
has also checked on the availability and price for DSL
service at the site that will be needed to support the
IRLP link and, other radio services in the future. The
DSL service will cost $22.00/month with a one-time
modem charge of approximately $100.00. A motion
was made and approved for the service to be
installed.
Charlie went on to discuss digital repeater services
that are emerging across the state and region. While
there are several digital protocols, DMR also known
as MotoTurbo, is making rapid growth across the
state and and southeast region including North
Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia and
District of Columbia. User radios for this service are
available from a number of sources at declining
prices. This technology gives the user the ability to

select communications coverage within a local area,
more extended areas, to regional communications at
the turn of the knob. More information is available at
http://www.ncprn.net.
Dan KR4UB commented that in this day and age, we
cannot assume that tall tower repeaters will always
be available in the future. Alternative means of
providing large area coverage at VHF/UHF
frequencies needs to be a part of the amateur radio
preparedness for the future.
The board requested that Charlie make a
presentation perhaps at the January regular club
meeting and write an article for the Link newsletter
to bring club members on board with the digital
repeater technologies that DFMA should consider for
its future communications needs.
Meeting adjourned at 8:30pm.

Club Meeting Minutes
Durham FM Association (DFMA)
DFMA Meeting – 11/03/2015 – Dan, KR4UB,
Secretary
Location: Bullock’s Barbeque, Durham
Attending: W4MKR, M. K.; KU4GC, Dee; KD4YJZ,
Karen; W4SAR, Dave; WD4CEE, Terry; N2XZF; Paul;
WA4AHR, Dewey; KK4DMS, Dan; W4RWC, Bob;
N3HIH, Frank; W4ORD, Lad & Donna; WB4P, Skip;
KF4KHY, Jimmy; WA2ROC, Dick; KF4LJZ, Linda;
KA4AVM, Sue; WB4YYY, Jim; KD4DNX, Heath;
KE4QOZ, Joanna; KE4HIH, Rhett; KK4EIB, Michael;
KR3AM, Mark; KK4BPH, Mike; NA4VY, Dave; KX4P,
John; KM4MBG, Jack; KF4PAB, Lenore; K4PHS, Pete;
N4TSV, Mario; KB4WGA, John; KW4CK, Joe; K1OC,
Tony; WA4OPI, Jim & Gail; KK4PH, Lowell; NC4CD,
Charlie; W4OFZ, Banks; W4BOH, Wilson; KR4UB,
Dan; KA2DEW, Tad; K4WCV Bob & Becky; KI4RAN,
Bill & Pres; KE4UVJ, Don.
A total of 46 attending, 42 of them hams.
President: Dee opened the meeting at 7pm with
introductions.
REPORTS
Vice President – Karen, KD4YJZ reported tonight’s
speaker will be Ed Fong, WB6IQN with a presentation
on antennas.
Treasurer – MK, W4MKR
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Members: 106 (whose dues are current).
Secretary - Dan, KR4UB - Dan read a few excerpts
from a letter regarding the Annual Christmas Toy
Chest event, in partnership with the Marine Corp
Reserves Toys for Tots program and local community
donors. Donations can be made by cash or check at
the DFMA Christmas Dinner, through the DSS Office
in Hillsborough, or by credit/debit card donations
online at http://hillsborough-nc.toysfortots.org . If
making donations online, please be sure to select
“NC-Hillsborough” as the campaign to receive your
donations. Toys can also be brought to the DFMA
Christmas dinner. Jean, KR4UB XYL has volunteered
to deliver the contributions to DSS in Hillsborough.
Repeater Manager – Charlie, NC4CD reported that
changes to improve the audio quality on the 444.450
and 147.225 machines have been made. He would
like hear comments from the users regarding the
change.
ARES - Dan, KK4DMS Nothing to report.
DurhamFest - Dan, KK4DMS Nothing to report.
Field Day Coordinator - Dave, W4SAR reported the
2015 Field Day results have been published by the
ARRL. Of the 2700+ participants in Field Day, the
combined DFMA/OCRA Field Day came in #3
nationwide, a truly outstanding performance.
Presentation of the DMFA “Lid” Award - The Lid
was last presented to Steve, W3AHL for the generous
assistance he has provided to many hams in the area.
The LID will be awarded to a new recipient in the
near future.
Door Prizes - Door prize winners were WA4OPI XYL
Gail - Flashlight; W4SAR, Dave - Hex Adapters;
KE4QOZ, Joanna - Screwdrivers; KE4UVJ, Don Magnifier; and KF4PAB, Lenore - Multimeter.
Announcements
W4ORD, LAD announced the OCRA Christmas Dinner
will be on December 14th at the Hillsborough
Exchange Club. The doors will open at 6pm with
dinner served at 7pm. The cost of the meal catered
by Kelsey’s will be $18.50 each.
Dee announced the 2015 DFMA annual Christmas
dinner meeting on December 1st. The club will pay
dinner costs for members in good standing + 1 guest
attending the event. In keeping with Christmas spirit,
members are asked to bring toys for kids, wrapped or
unwrapped. Wrapped toys should be marked to
indicate the appropriate recipient age and gender.

Also a charitable donation will be made by DFMA
and, members wishing to make additional
contributions to the Food Bank of North Carolina and
the Durham Rescue Mission. Dee will read the “Ham
New Year’s resolutions from last year and ask
members about their success in meeting those
resolutions. Resolutions for the New Year will be
solicited.
Program Presentation
The program presentation was by Ed Fong WB6IQN
with a presentation on antennas. The presentation
was a first for DFMA in that Ed joined us from
California by video teleconference via Skype. This
was a two screen presentation, one live with the
video and voice of Ed and, the second screen with
Ed’s presentation charts. Many thanks to Mark,
KR4AM for his technical work to make this
presentation possible.
Ed, first licensed in 1968, has published numerous
antenna articles in the QST, CQ magazines, and the
ARRL VHF/UHF Antenna Classics & Antenna
Compendium publications. Ed is currently on the
faculty of University of California Santa Cruz, where
he teaches the RF Wireless Communications course
and I/O Design Fundamentals. The antennas
constructed and tested by his graduate students is
the main fund raiser to support 3 to 4 students in the
graduate program..
This project started over 15 years ago and has sold
over 12,000 J-pole antennas to date. These antennas,
tested by the ARRL, present a good SWR and provide
1.5dB better signal due to its lower angle of radiation
compared to a ¼ wave ground plane.
After the presentation Ed provided some very useful
information in the question & answer session. For
pipe enclosed antennas, Ed recommends a specific
part number PVC pipe, available at Lowes which has
been tested for its dielectric properties and the
antennas tuned accordingly. A question was asked by
the use of plastic electrical conduit which has a grey
color and thought more suitable for stealth antennas.
Ed recommended that plastic electrical conduit not
be used as the dielectric properties of this much
denser PVC material has considerable effect on the
tuning of the antenna.
Along the same line a question was asked about
painting the PVC pipe for stealth purposes. Ed
recommended that one coat of Krylon latex spray
paint, avoiding any metallic colors would work OK. If
a measurement of the resonant frequency before and
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after painting shows less than 100 kHz, the paint is
suitable.
Meeting adjourned at 8:30 pm.

Buy – Sell – Trade
Wanted: Dead Microwave Ovens
I can use dead/dying/unwanted microwave ovens.
The power transformers can be used for power
supply construction. Thanks.
Wilson – W4BOH
For Sale: High Quality Coax
Wilson is usually putting together a bulk order for
high quality, LMR-400 equivalent coax. By ordering
full spools he can usually get it for about one half the
typical retail price. Contact him before buying larger
lengths on your own.

Upcoming Events (dfma.org for details)
12/1
12/12
12/14
12/15
1/5

6pm DFMA Christmas Dinner, Bullock’s BBQ
10am VE Session, Orange County EOC
6pm OCRA Christmas Party, Exchange Club
No DFMA Board Meeting (unless called)
6pm DFMA Meeting, Bullock’s BBQ

Web Site: dfma.org
73 - Dee, KU4GC, Editor
- MK, W4MKR, Proofreader
Send copy to ku4gc@amsat.org
Deadline: one week before the Club Meeting

(Images and copy: KU4GC or as credited)
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